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Introduction
Considerable advances have been made in recent years to un-
derstand the subsurface properties of various subsurface fea-
tures on Mars. These include North [1] and South [2] polar
layered deposits, structures in Medussae Fossae Formation
[3] and others. Researchers have employed large amounts of
radar data returned by MARSIS instrument on Mars Express
spacecraft and SHARAD instrument on Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter spacecraft.

Data volumes, generated by these instruments, have ex-
ceeded all expectations. Mars Express mission have been
extended to 2014. The aim of this work is to develop a pilot
project to integrate a subset of MARSIS data into a GIS en-
abled database to facilitate access and analysis of the data. GIS
datasets exist now for practically all imaging datasets ([4, 5])
and MOLA dataset serves as one of the base layers. MARSIS
data is not an obvious candidate for a classic GIS system, since
it images data in 3D, rather than 2D supported by standard GIS
software systems.

The MARSIS instrument
MARSIS is a multi-frequency pulse-limited radar sounder [6],
which uses synthetic aperture techniques to maximize signal-
to-noise in the received data. MARSIS can be effectively oper-
ated at any altitude lower than 800 km in subsurface sounding
mode, and below 1200 km in ionosphere sounding mode. The
instrument consists of a dipole and a monopole antenna as-
semblies and an electronics assembly. Maximum penetration
depths are achieved at the lowest frequencies. Penetration
will be in the order of a few kilometers, depending on the na-
ture of the material being sounded. On the dayside of Mars,
the solar wind-induced ionosphere does not allow subsurface
sounding at frequencies below approximately 3.5 MHz. In the
subsurface sounding mode, MARSIS can operate at 4 differ-
ent frequencies: 1.8, 3.0, 4.0 and 5.0 MHz, hence allowing a
capability to operate in the presence of the ionosphere.

Approach
Modern GIS systems, such as most widely used ArcGIS, freely
available GRASS GIS [7] or OsGeo software stack, all have
means to request data from GIS enabled databases via a stan-
dard protocol. For this work, we will utilize open-source
MapServer (mapsever.org) application. This is an open source
platform for publishing spatial data and interactive mapping
applications to the Web. Query features it provides can be
used with most GIS systems existing on the market. We will
employ WMS and WFS protocols. The actual database can
be either MySQL or PostGIS. Both are open-source and are
supported by the MapServer. In this pilot study we chose Post-
GIS interface, since it has better support for GIS features than
MySQL.

The key tradeoff in this work is to determine content of
this database. At the moment we think that it is not possible to

store actual radar echoes, however, geometry information and
some observation related attributes are a natural choice. The
following attributes can be stored in the database:

• SCET FRAME
• orbit number
• ephemeris time
• UTC time
• sub spacecraft longitude, sub spacecraft latitude
• sub spacecraft radius
• sub spacecraft areoid radius
• center latitude, center longitude, center radius
• areoid latitude, areoid longitude, areoid radius
• slant distance
• local time
• solar distance
• solar longitude
• footprint along, footprint across
• mars distance
• Vtan, Vrad

• phase angle, solar angle, emission angle
• sub solar latitude, sub solar longitude
• sc position,sc velocity
• sc angles
• height
• geometry calibration id
• SS Ops mode, OST number, AGC settings

In future it will be possible to add other attributes, which
depend on processing of the data. For example time of the first
echo, detection of the subsurface interface, data quality due
to ionospheric of magnetic field effects. In order to optimize
data analysis it will be useful to split data logically according
to campaigns or time frames.
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Figure 1: Simplified flow-chart to illustrate concept of query-
ing data directly from a GIS implementation from MARSIS
database.
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Expected use
We expect the most intensive use of this interface from MAR-
SIS and SHARAD science teams, especially if this work can
be integrated with other existing tools. Many groups are now
using GIS with imaging data. We hope this tool will enable
non-radar scientists to access MARSIS data and integrate it
with imaging mosaics, spectrometry data or geological maps.

Example scenario:

• an interesting radar feature is reported in a paper or
conference.

• in GIS pull up ground track of the feature

• check whether feature exists on adjacent tracks correlate
radar data with imaging data or geologic map.

Summary
This work is a pilot project to create a database of MARSIS
data, which can be accessed by a variety of GIS systems.
We expect to showcase a prototype and collect community
feedback on its use and features. It is important to understand
community needs and technical abilities and map them into
case studies. Feedback from community is thought to create a
useful system, which can be integrated with other datasets for
Mars that already exist. In case of success of this pilot study,
a discussion can be envisioned with with either PDS or PSA
management to transfer database for archiving or support.
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